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A

iiunb«r of

Inim.tlgatloM conceroing a process of perc.ption

out»id« of awareness have been of sooe considerable
theoretical sod

nethodologlcal Interest, particularly in the past ten
years (e.g., Adaas,
1957; Jenkin, 1957; Eriksen. 1958; Ooldiaoond,

1958; McConnell. Cutter k

McHeil, 1958; Eriksen. I960; Sriksen (Ed.), 1962).

What is central to

these investigations is the manner in Which we may regard
the ability of
the human organiso to discriminate or respond to stiowli
seemingly out-

side the level of conscious awareness.

In an attempt to understand this

perceptual process, experimental evidence has been reported which may
be

divided into three classes, "perceptual defense," "subliminal perception,"

and "subception."

It was the purpose of this experiment to present data

which would relate the diverse findings of the several independent studies
in the area of subception (Adane. 1957; Dixon, 1958; iXilany & iiriksen,
1959; Srikten, 19568, 1956b, 1958. 1959, 1960; Ooldiamond,
X954, Lasarus
Votxct

ft

1958; Howes,

McCleary, 1951; Lazarus, 1956; McGinnies, 1949, 1952;

1956; weiner

ft

Schiller, 1960).

In an early study, Lasarus

WcGleary (1951) conditioned Ss with

ft

electric shock to one group of 5 nonsense syllables and did not condition
Ss to another group of 5 syllables.

All of the 10 syllables were presen-

ted an equal imif^r of times to prevent unequal familiarity.
syllables were presented for a one-second exposure.

All of the

Partial reinforce-

Mttt was employed with one-third of all presentations of the 5 experimental syllables being paired with the shock in random order.

The shock wss

presented 2 to 5 sec. after the presentation of an experimental syllable.

Following this, both sets of syllables were presented tachistoscopically
at exposures too brief for completely correct verbal identification.
I

1
subject! were atked to report the syllables with
each presentation.

Results indicated that at tachtstoscopic exposures
too rapid foe correct
verbal reports, GSa frequency was greater to syllables
previously paired

with shock than to control stitauli.

They suggested that the level of

perceptual activity indicated by thia finding be called
"subception."
Several studies concerned with these findings have been
reported
(Oixon, 1958; Eriksen, 1956a, 1956b; Howes, 1954; Lasarus,
1956; Voor,

A criticism suggested by both Howes (1954) and ^rlksen
(1956a,

1956).

1956b) was that the Lasarus & ^icGleary (1951) results could be accounted
for by a spurious partial correlation.

That is, considering that 3 made

a OSR and a verbal report concurrently, a cotapariaon waa being oede
be-

tween a response system with a discrete distribution (the 10 nonsense syllables) and one which ia continuous (OvSR).

Because the probability of the

occurrence of a continuous event is greater than an occurrence of an event
froiB a

discrete distribution, they ciaintained that there was the risk of

spuriously increasing the partial correlation between the stimulus and
the GSR.

By not including the verbal response in the analysis, holding

it constant, they found that the partial correlation between the stionjlus

and the Gsa waa significant.

iSriksen*8 (1956a,

1956b) main point of criti-

cism is with respect to the analysis of the nuuber of categoriea in the
two response systems.

He pointed out that the

bal response with each presentation of

striction applies to the GSR.

1

S is

restricted in his ver-

of 10 syllables and no such re-

Furthermore, SB were allowed to use

nonsense syllables as a response and while 10 response categories

1

of 10

loay

seem

lika an Adequate number, their adequacy depends upon the complexity of the

perceptual stloulation the Ss are to receive.

In other words, where par-

tial cues exist from a known population of words, the selection of the

presented stinulus Is not the probability assumed on the basis of chance

5

from

tb^M

• study by

lndep«iid«nt

•ntltU. »lon«.

BrlcUr & Chapanls (1953).

ThU

point was «•!! pr«a.nUd In

Th«y were able to deoonatrate that

wh^n thare is sow ln£oru>atloa in the stimulus, but
not enough for identification, correct identification can often be achieved
by reducing the

alternatlvas and having the

S

select froo among

facilitated by the Information he has received.

when the word was Incorrectly reported, Ss

stfiy

theta.

His "guessing*' Is

This argues that even
have obtained fragaentary

cues which Inoreaaed the probability of correct responses over
trials.

In rebuttal, Lasarus (1956) stated that lirlksen evaluated the experltaental conditions as though "there were no doubt that the OSR
syatea

la Indeed continuous and unrestricted In the functional sense"
(p.343),

and that firlkaea assuned that all of the GSR laagnltudes are available to
the S.

He goes on to say that while It may be true that the measureaant

obtained froo the OSR could very well be continuous, we do not know the

exact process fundamental to Ita operation and that data In this type of
experiment cannot be dismissed without making this assumption explicit.

With respect to questions concerning the subceptlon hypothesis, It
la important to bear In mind that of the studies which have dealt with

the subceptlon effect, none have qiiestloned the phenomenon; the only ques-

tion la how It should be regarded (Erlksen, 1956).

On this basis the cur-

rent problem In this area concerna the kind of theoretical or methodological

framework needed to describe the GSR data.

In an attempt to extend the Lasarus k MoCleary findings, Dulany k
Erlksen (1949) cooditioned the 6SE of Ss to different brightness levels
of a test patch of light by using electric shock as the unconditioned
atlBAilus.

The Ss* task was to detect and report unexpected changes in

light intensity.

Although S waa able to make such discriminatlona at the

verbal level, the OSR did not provide a aensitive index of the changea.

Ev«n at 100 p*r c«at verbal report of brlghtoe..
difference., the conditioning procedure permitted only 85 per cent GSR
reeponeivenese to the

conditioned brightnee. level.,

in trying to

reUte their finding, to the

•ubception literature, they .ugge.ted that p.ychophy.ically
determined
brightoe.. threshold, cannot be cooipared to work recognition
threshold..
IMrtber, if a range of threahold. i. to be uaed to .tudy
the difference
of Moaitivlty between GSk and verbal report re.ponaivenea.,
thre.hold.

involving word .tiwuli would

.eeia

to be the otoat useful to the available

aubception data.
In the Lacaru. k McCleary (1951) .tudy a. well a. in the inve.tiga-

tlon by Julany k arikaen (1950), the procedure of pre-conditioning ^» with
a noxiou. atimulu. (electric .hock) nay be regarded a. a procedure which

introduce, additional experiottntal variable, into the .ubception literature.

For example, in the Julany

St

Erikaen (1959) .tudy, while the

at full recognition wa. a le.. Mtn.itive laaaaure to the vi.ual .timull

than wa. verbal report, it could not be evaluated whether the previou.

conditioning procedure wa. .ufficient to laaintain the GSR over teat triala.

BecauM
ani.t

of the problem of experiaaental extinction, any procedure

condition S. to vi.ual atimuli with a noxiou. .tiuulu.

lea. per.i.tent or reliable reaponding to

theM

aoclally learned emotionally arou.ing .tlouli.

.tiotuli than,
i)ixon (1958)

ology not requiring a pre-conditioning procedure in
euotionally arouaing

aruS

neutral word, with the

uaed by Laaaru. k McCleary.

caay

.aiae

wU.

i^ch
deokonatrate

.ay, to

uMd

a sMthod-

ch he preMtnted

general procedure a.

He presented the word .tiuuli at a 0% word

recognition level, varying light intenaity rather than duration to lower

word recognition to thia level.

His result, indicated that when the emo-

tional and neutral words could not be reported, GS& reapon.ivene.. to the

5

•notional words v«a greater than to tha neutral words
(p .008).

These

results are conalatent with the subceptlon hypothesis and
suggest a

ethodology not confounded by possible non-persistent reactions
to the
•hock.

Stateiaent of the problem

Prom the above review of the subception literature the problem was

to relate the positive findings of these independent studies into a more

elaborate experitaental design in an attempt to investigate the relationship between

and verbal report aa separate response modalities.

OStt

Dixon (1958) indicated that at 0% word recognition the OSR ia a more sensitive response modality than verbal report.

Lasarus

ih

McCleary (1951)

indicated that at a variety o£ brief durationa, GSk was a more sensitive
response modality than verbal report,

what these durations were in terms

of word recognition levels were unspecified, and thus the finding sug-

gested that the

OSft

visual recognition,

DulAny k

li.riksen

was a more accurate reaponse system at all levels of
in criticism of this, findings from the work of

indicated that at full recognition, verbal report was,

significantly, a more accurate reaponse modality than OSR.

While past

studies have focused on stimuli presented at different stimulus recogni-

tion levels, no study has clearly reported the relationship bet%ieen verbal report and 08R at a full range of verbal recognition levels.

From

the work of Jixon (1936) snd Lasarus & hcCleary (1951), it would seem

that the QSd is likely to be a more sensitive response measure at differ-

ent levels of verbal recognition.

Tha pr^aant study, specifying th« word

recognition levels over a range from complete non-recognition to full
recognition,

%«as

expected to clarify the data from theae past studies.

The

pr«Mnt »tudy was alao desigiMd in light

Howtts (1958) and Srlkten (1956«,

of the crlttci«u« of

1956b, 1960); who pointed out that S»»

knowledge of the experimental word atlmull (e.g., Laaarus
& WcCleary)

produces a discrete verbal response distribution.

If the Ss are not pre-

viously aware of the verbal stlaull, this should Insure
response distribution.

a

more continuous

This was accooapllshed by presenting Ss with an

equal number of eootlonally arousing and neutral word stlnull at five

predetermined levels of word recognition from a condition of 0% recognl-

tton to 99%.

Response messures of the fre<tuency of verbal report and GSR

were obtained for each word st the various word recognition levels.
From this, Figure

1

lllustrstes the relationship between the per-

centage of word recognition and the percentage of response to the GbR.
The data of Laaarus & McCleary (1951) and Dixon (1958) would suggest that
ifhen Ss are

presented emotionally arousing words at different word recog-

nition levels, from non-recognltlon to full recognition, the GSk will
respond completely and with equal frequency at all word recognition levels.

At complete recognition

(99^) It can be seen that. Ideally, their data

would suggest that the frequency of GSR and verbal report would not differ
significantly.

However, If the findings of Uulany &

a;rit£8en

(1959) are

Incorporated Into the results of Lazarus k McCleary (1951) and aixon (1958),
it can be seen,

less Ideally, that at complete recognition (99%) the GSR

response Btodsllty would function with significantly less frequency than

verbal report.

Further, the over-all data Indicates that at near com-

plete non-recognltlon (25%) and at cotuplete non-rccognitlon (0%) the GSR

frequency of response would be significantly much greater than the responae
frequency of verbal report.
Specifically, using an experinental design suggested from Figure

was hypothesised that:
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m

* .ituation of tncr«a«ing level, of the percentege
of word

recognition, where S» ere preeented eaiotloneUy
arouelng word
•ttBMll, there will exist a more persistent OSR
frequency of

response to the emotionslly arousing word stiouli
in direct

coapariaon to the frequency of their word report.
2.

AXso» at 0% level of word recognition, the iwagnitude
of response of the GSH to the etnotionally arousing word etimuli

will be significantly greater than the magnitude of response
to the neutral word stlnuli.

Mftthod

Subjects

All Si

wftr«

paid undergraduate voluntaart enrolled during the seeoad

uauaer school testlon at the University of Maasachuaett*.

Men and 17 wotaen yielding a total of 50 3i.

iLach S

There were 33

was paid one dollar.

Apparatus
The experitaental stiuiuli «#ere 5 words reported by McGinnies (1949;
1952) to elicit significant GSR magnitudes in a college population, and 5
«iords of little-reported GSR value in a college population.

The words

are listed alphabetically in Table 1.

Twenty 5-letter words, selected frow the Thorndike-Lorge (1944)
seauintic frequency lists on the basis of having approxiuately the

ssm

word frequencies as the experia«ntal word stiuiuli, were used to establish
word recognition levels for aach S.

The words are listed alphabetically

in Appendix A.
The apparatus consisted of two 35 ma. slide projectors arranged in

tandem so that one projector provided a constant field illuaination and
the other preaented words for very brief durations.

The constant field

illumination was always present except during the rapid exposures of the
tachistoscopic stimuli.

The duration of the slide exposures was control-

led by a variable speed electric timer synchronised with solonoid operated

shutters.

All of the stimuli were presented at .05 sec.

neutral density filters, ranging from

.1

Ten Uratten

to 1.0, were placed between the

shutter to the stimulus projector and the screen to vary light intensity.

Skin resistance was recorded on a Orass Polygraph from silver finger
tip electrodes tsped on the first and second fingers of the non-dominant

9

10

TAbU

1

Experiiaental word stloiull

Critical or Euotional vM>rda are undarlinad

AppU

Sleep

Bft^y

Stove

Kotex

Trade

Penis

Weave

Raped

Whore

11

hand.

Electrode jelly was ueed to insure contect between
finger, end

electrodes.

The slides were projected on a standard screen.

At the

center of the screen was a snail circle provided
by a slide froa the

constant field illumination projector.

The circle was present except

at those brief exposures of the tachlstoscoplc
stimuli,

Kacperlasntal design

Htase

I

The purpose of this phase was to establish word recognition levels
for each 3.

The 20 words listed In Appendix A ware presented for each S

across light Intensity levels from an Intensity level of complete non-

recognition to a level of complete recognition.

Ten words were randomly

selected from the list and used for ascending series snd the remaining 10

words were used for the descending series In s method of limits procedure
to establish word recognition thresholds.

And 10 descending series.

In sum, there were 10 ascending

After the first consecutive

5

ascending and 5

descending series, the word lists were exchanged so that the words which
were first presented In the ascending series were used for the descending
series and the words which had been presented In the descending (diminishing) light Intensity series were placed In ascending order.

levels for light intensity were found for each S.
at each of these filter levels.

Ten filter

Ot» word was presented

The series were alternately presented In

an ascending-descending order for all Ss.

Before each series, the word

order was varied randomly to minimise sequence effects on word recognition.

Subjects were asked to write down the word sfter each presentation.
There was a range of 10 light Intensity levels presented to esch 3 and 20

words at each of these light Intensity levels.

The percentage of correct

report was computed at each of these filter levels, after which the

S

was

12

randomly ••slgMd to one of the five experimental
condition, represented

by filter, producing 99%. 75%, 50%. 25%. and 0% level,
of
tion.

recogni-

viord

Ten S. constituted the .ample at each of the 5 levela
for

of 50 Sa.

a

total

All 3. were run Individually,

The period of tine necessary to e.tabll.h the vord recognition
level,
for each S (approximately 45

tions of 03R»

minutes) waa uaed to adapt S to basal condi-

After obtaining the word recognition levels, the polygraph

was calculated for S«s GSR basal resistance and the OSR recording started.
Hiase II

Following Phase

I,

the experlooental stlaull sho%m In Table

1

were

presented at the percentage recognition level randomly asslgnsd to that
Ss wrote down a response for each atlaulus presentation.

The

3.

experi-

5

mental stimuli were presented for three repetitions In a fixed order,
yielding a total of 15 responses for both OSR and verbal report.

There

was a ^-(slnute to a l-mlnute Interval between the experimental words which
ii>as

determined by a manual atop watch.

Procedure

Upon entering the experimental room. 3 was seated at a small table
seven feet from the screen.

The OSR electrodes twre applied and the word

recognition levels determined as described In

After this pro-

fixase I.

"Mow

cedure, the following Instructions were given to each S:
to continue to present words on the screen.

As before.

write down each word you see precisely as you see It.
tation

I

want you to wait until

fenerally be

5

I

I

I

am going

want you to

After each presen-

give you the signal to write, which will

or 6 sec. after the word Is presented on the screen.

you are to write down exactly the word that you saw.

Then

If you are not quite

15

»ur» what the word iMy h«v« been, su«8s.

•van

matce a

If you

fMl

that you cannot

good gueas, put down tha ftrat word that cooaa to
mind.

You

muat put down what you aaw. or what you think you may
hav« aean, or tha
flrat word that occura to you aftar aach preacntation.

Do you undaratand"?

At thla point S« were told» "Do not be aurprisad or embarraasad
by any o£
the worda you may aaa.

Thia la itrlctly a aclentlflc Invaatlgatlon about

viaual perception, nothing elae.
you aee.

You oust give me all of the word* that

will you cooperate with at on thla"?

Following an affirmative

answer, the Instructions continued, "Be sure to wait until
you write anything down.

I

signal before

After you have written your ceaponae, look back

to the coall circle at the center of the screen.
tion of a word,

1

will aay 'ready*.

Before each presenta-

Do you uncterstand?

After each presentation, ^ waited apprcudtaataly
naling S to write down the reaponse.

Let's begin."

3 aec.

before sig-

This delay was uaed to prevent the

«frltlag Bjoveaent from contaminating the GSR.

Scoring
Th« number of correct verbal reeponeet wae <letermlnftd
by • •lople

frequency tabulation of the correctly written response in
direct conpari•on to the knovm presented verbal stimuli.

Two resistances were used to define the GSR:

S»s prestiaiulus resis*

tance was recorded at the presentation of the slide.

Post-stimulus resis-

tance was recorded as the point of the greatest deflection of resistance

within 5 sec. froa the prestlmulus recording.
conductance.
GSR score.

These were converted to

The difference between the two conductance scores was the
IRnis

was done for all word presentations.

The procedure by

Schlosberg (1963) was then used to establish a ••critical'* Gsa for the emotional words.

This was defined as a GSR oiagnitude to an emotional word

greater than the second highest magnitude of respw^se to the 5 neutral

words in each trial.

There were three trials.

The number of critical

responses for all three trials was tabled for each S.

It was theoreti-

cally possible for S to obtain a aaxlimim verbal report frequency of 15
responses and a maximum 0S& frequency of 15 responses.

Word recognition levels
As suma«rlsed in Figure 2» the recognition percentages for correct
verbal report in Hiaae II was computed separately for emotional and neutral %»ords for Ss at all recognition levels established by Phase I.

A

comparison between the recognition percentages in both phases permits an
inspection of the reliability of the present methodology In establishing
specified homogeneous word recognition levels.

(Appendix

fi

contains meana

and standard deviations of frequency of word report in Phase II of emotional, neutral, and combined words.)
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Sttbce^tion effect

The enalytit wks coocerned with the comperleon
of the frequency of

reeponse of OSR to eootlonel worde, with the frequency
of correct verbel

report of these words «t different levels of word
recognition.
correct word responses In Phase

H

The totel

was computed In percentsge for all Ss

grouped at each predetermined recognition level (Phase I).

The percentage

of crlUcal OSRs were computed In percentage for all Ss at
the different

recognition levels.

Figure 5 presents the relationship between the two

sets of data.
It taay be seen In Figure 3 that at all recognition levels the percentage of correct word report Is not the same as the percentage of critical

With the exception of the highest correct word report level (96%),

OSfts.

the percentage of critical 0S& la greater than the percentage of correct

word report at all levels.

From Inspection, It nay be aeen that the

greatest difference In response between the GSR and word report Is at the
0% and 21% recognition levels.

As suanarlsed In Appendix

C, a

comparison

by analysis of variance on the frequency scores of GSR and correct word
responses, over all recognition levels, Indicates that the difference Is

significant.

It Is suggested by the data shown In Figure 3 that the per-

centage of OSa Increases sll^tly as a function of Increased verbal recognition*

A further analysis of variance was made on the frequency of

critical OSRs at the different levels of word recognition.

This analysis

Is suomarlsed In Table 2 lAere It nay be seen that there Is no significant

change of OSR response frequency across levels of word recognition.

Resp<mse magnitude of GS R
The analysis of the Qsa magnitudes Involved

a

comparison of the mean

of the OSR scores to the emotional words at all levela of word recognition

recorded In Hxase II.

Figure 4 shows these data.
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Tabl« 2

Analyal* of Variance on the Frequency
of OSR at Levels of Word Recognition
Source of Variation

Between levels

Sum Squares

df

hs

F

1.290

51.880

4

7.970

Within levels

277.990

45

6.176

Total

209.780

T3

O

spjOM iDUOijoujd

0^ dpniiudouj

ys9

^od\/\i
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M«n

It may be

In Figure 4 that the

wen

OSR .core, reveal no .y.-

Umatic change of re.ponae magnitude over all level,

of word recognition.

UHile the oiean magnitude, at the 21% and
65% recognition level, appear to

vary .lightly, the CSa magnitude, at the
recognition level, of 0%, 53%,
and 96% are approximately the .ame.

word recognition level may be
wa. made on the
recognition.

Otsa

Men

Mean of GSR magnitude .core, at each
in Appendix D.

Analy.i. of variance

magnitude .core, at the different level, of word

Thi. analy.i. i. .ummarixed in Table 3 where it may be

TOen thet there i. no .ignificant change in the 03K magnitudes
acro.s
level, of word recognition.

Difference between correct verbal re.ponae. to emotional and neutral word.
Examination of the difference in re.ponM frequency between the

verbally reported emotional and neutral word, provide, the data regarding
experimental control.

To control for the poa.ibility of S. voluntarily

withholding the verbal report of the emotional worda, it i. necee.ary
that the verbal report of the neutral words decresMs, too, at an equal

percentage rate a. the emotional word report,

(lean, of the frequencies

of correct word report for both emotional and neutral word, were computed

at each word recognition level.

Result, are in Figure

5.

It can be seen in Figure 5 that the differences between the fre-

quency of verbal report to the two sets of words are very muiII.
appear, to be a trend in all but the

There

recognition level for the neutral

words to be reported more frequently than emotional word..

A .uomary of

the analysis of variance of the differences in the frequencies of verbal

report between the two types of words at each recognition level indicates
no significant difference in verbal report at all levels of word recog-

nition (see Table 4).
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance of the Magnitude of
GSa at Levels of Word Recognition
Source of Variation

Between levels

sum Squares

df

HS

199,0399

4

49.7599

Within levels

45539.9935

145

314.0689

Total

45739.0334

149

22

iZ
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Table 4

Couparison Between Response Frequency of
Word Report to ijlaotional and Neutral Words
Source of Variation

Batween word types

SuD Squares

df

MS

F
2.440

71.320

1

71.520

Within word types

2663.680

98

29.221

Total

2935.000

99

24

OUtributton of the £r><juencU.

correct word responee, within three trUl
8

Figure 2 presents the group percentages
of correct words identified
at esch of the five recognition levels.

To further evaluate these recog-

nition percentages an analysis was made of the
frequency with which each
of the words over three triels entered into
the total percentage of word

recognition at each percentage level.

For example, at the 50% word re-

cognition level, it is a«thodologlcally Important to know
whether this
percentage resulted

froca 5

of the words being correctly Identified on all

three trials or whether, isore Ideally, the full 10 words
were recognised

half of the tloe.

since there are only three trials. It would laean that

in the 50% recognition level some Ss would typically be expected
to report

various words for three trials (99%), the greatest percentage of
words

being Identified for two trials (67%). some only for one trial (33%). and
the least frequent would be Ss responding Incorrectly to sooe words on
the three trials (0%).

These data for five recognition levels are presented In Figure 6.
It can be seen In the 99% recognition level, that 91% of the word stimuli

were Identified over all of the three trials as was expected at this
level of word recognition.

In the 75% word recognition group the number

of word stimuli reported correctly over three trials was predictably re-

duced to 42% with the correspondingly graduated Increase of the frequency
of word stlomll being reported for two trials, I.e., 26%. one trial. I.e..
25%. and zero trials. I.e.. 9%.

On the 50% level of word recognition It

can be seen that the number of times the 10 words are reported over
trials

1.

2.

and 5 are distributed Into a chance distribution.

As ex-

pected, the strongest trend appears to be words reported correctly 2 out
of the 3 trials, that Is. with the highest frequency of resp<Hise In the

—
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Discussion

Th« present results confirm the
hypothesis thst the GSR frequency
of response to emotlonslly arousing
words Is significantly a

aK)re

per-

slstent response modality than correct word
report at different levels
of word recognition.

The results at the 96% level of word
recognition

are consistent with the findings of Oulany
& firlksen (1959):

that at a

level of awareness where Ss were able to report
visually presented
stlaiull 96% of the tlcae,

the GSR frequency to those stimuli was less.

Also, the present results are consistent with the
findings reported by

Dixon (1958), where It was reported that where the reduction
of light

Intensity yielded 0% word recognition, the GSR response waa
significantly
greater.

While the results of the Oulany & Erlksen Investigation, and

that of Dixon have been previously considered Inconsistent or at least

difficult to reconcile (Erlksen, 1958), the findings of the present experliaent constitute a clarification of the problem.

Previous Investigators concerned with demonstrating evidence for a

subception phenomenon have approached the "effect" at different levels of
verbal recognition.

Sooe Investigators have approached It from laalnly

the "upper end" of verbal awareness, ranging anywhere from 50% to 100%

verbal recognition (Ehilany & Erlksen, 1959; Srlksen, 1958; 1959); others

have approached It at tb* "lower end" of 0% verbal recognition (Dixon,
1958); and yet others have Investigated at a variety of levels with no
systeoiatic percentage of recognition reported (Lazarus & KcCleary, 1951).

Findings from the present experioient have yielded results which relate previously disparate findings.

The data indicate that the GSR

response frequency seems to function independently of range of percentage
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level. Of

vrbel

report.

Thl. apparently hed not been
fully entlcipeted

by tnve.tlgetor. working et quite
.eperete level, of verbal avarene...
Thu.. although GSR re.pon.lvene..
va. lea.

efficient than verbal report

at the hlgheat level of word
recognition, (96%), the GSR frequency
I.

maintained at the .a«e level of re.pon.lvene..
Independently of the verbel report frequency, to the point
where It becooe. con.lder.bly more
efficient at the lower level, of verbal report
frequency (0% and 25%
level.).

It had been the predlcamnt of earlier
Inve.tlgator. to In-

terpret the function of the subceptlon effect
from one point or concentre-

tlon of point, of .tlnulu. recognition.

At prewnt It would appear that much of the
confu.lon over the
recent year, about how to regard the .ubceptlon effect
ha. re.ulted

largely from the early theorl.lng

band on

the Laaaru. & McCleary .tudy.

They found the GSR to be a more .en.ltlve measure to word, under
condition, where the word, were pre^nted at a variety of brief duration..

Thl. led

thera

to the conelu.lon that poaalbly there I. a hierarchy of re-

sponse taodalltle. In the responding organlea.

It I. apparent that they

assuned that the variety of brief durations for the presented word, would
be repreMntatlve of all possible durations that could be choMn at that

given light Intensity.
was

From thl. assumption and their data, the notion

fostered that the GSR would be a more sensitive measure than verbal

report at whatever level choMn to present word stlsaull.

While their con-

clusion of different response modalities has been supported, the suggestion that the GSR responM I. Invariably a

i&ore aten.ltlve

verbal report ha. not been confirmed by later reMarch.

mea.ure than
By looking at

the result, of thl. study and by relating the results of other Indepen-

dent studies on subceptlon. It become, apparent that Lazaru. & McCleary

genera 11 ced fram Incomplete data.
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axpertnanf I controls
In the present type of experl»eatel
design

U

has been Indicted

thet en uuconfounded dea«,nstraUon
of the function of the subceptlon
effeet requires thet 3s report the
emotional and neutral words at approxi-

mately an equal percentage at all levels
of «ord recognition.

From the

psychological literature It has been pointed
out that this Is not always

easy to accomplish, and. In fact, when the
verbally reported percentages
between averslve and neutral stleaill are
significantly different. It can
be regarded as a separate phenooenon. I.e.,
perceptual defense (McOlnnles.
1949; welner & Schiller.

1960).

Researchers In this area set up experl-

aental designs to maxlmlsBe this occurrence, and they
are basically con*

earned with demonstrating two aspects responsible for
this difference.

A stimulus may be averslve to the extent that an

S may defend against It

In such a way that his perceptual threahold Is lowered, therefore
making
these stimuli

atore

difficult to report than neutral

stltraill.

failure to report the presented averslve stimuli less

ofUn

Also,

than neutral

stloull may result from voluntary withholding when the nature of the

averslve stlaull are regarded as socially unacceptable.

In the present

experloental design these two effects were minimised through two procedures:
First, the selection of the emotional words required evidence that

they would be emotionally arousing, and at the same time

It was necessary

that they would not be too strongly socially unacceptable.

This, It was

hoped, would reduce any effect of a genuine perceptual defense, or embar*

rassnent leading to a reduced frequency of verbal reporting.

Words were

selected i^lch had been reported to have been emotionally arousing and at
the same time found to have a high frequency of usage.

In addition, to

reduce any further tendency to withhold words, specific Instructions
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were administered asking each S
to regard the procedure a, purely

scientific and to give his word to cooperate.

As indicated by the data, it was found
that the "defenee" effect
was sufficiently minimised.

It is important, however, to mention
that

underlying the control procedure is a subject
population, perhaps, very
specific to the word stiiauli selected.

That is, while a college student

through being exposed to many reading courses,
coiaes to accept a variety
of "emotional" worda, it is suspected that for
other subject populations,
a.g., high school students, different words would
need to be selected.

Word recognition levels
Eesults froa the procedure to determine individual word recognition
levels (Phase I) for all Ss strongly supported the procedure in
the present
type of experiaental design.

As Indicated above, the establishaent of word

recognition levels for each S in Phase

I

was sufficient to deiaonstrate a

good measure of reliability to the percentage of words recognised in
Phase II.

However, while this reliability between the two phases was

good, the subject agreesasnt between light density levels of word recogni-

tion percentage was highly variable.

This would first indicate that the

present procedure of running each £ individually and establishing his own
level of word recognition at a given light illumination, appears to con-

trol for a rather high degree of subject and apparatus error.

The over-

all data does not indicate anything of a normative value for the densities
to be used for any given word recognition percentage.

To account for the reason for this variability, apart from apparently
stroag S differences, it is possible to indicate that a critical factor

was the imprecision of the present apparatus.

That is, with the present
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tacbl.to.cope. word .tiomll were
pr«.ent«d well within the I/t ratio

(Woodworth

Schlosberg. 1954). where any .light
variability of either

the duration of the atloiulu. or
light Intensity would have affected the

recognition level of the atlujull equally.

While changea In the tlnlng «aechanlem were
not detectable, there
*«• a noticeable effect upon the word recognition
percenter resulting
froo,

a neceasary changing of the lamps,

with each lamp replaceiDent the

Illumination during the early hours of use seemed
to be greater than
toward the final span of Its hours of use.

That three separate lamps

were used In the word stlujulus projector alone would
account for much of
the variability.

It would eeeot that In experlaentatlon where word
recog-

nition levels are to be deterolned by groups of Ss, the present
procedure
of establishing recognition levels for each 3 may be regarded as
a
safe one.

Suomary

A number of expertaental atudUa
have Indicated

a perceptual phe,
mome-

non termed by Lazarus & McCleary
(1951) a. the aubceptlon effect.

Thla

hypotheaia aaaerta that the huaen organlao
embodies a nuaber of re.ponae
modalities.

In any given response discriraination there
is a hierarchy

of response sensitivity processes.

Essentially, from very early data, theorising
led to the suggestion
that an autonoodc response system (GSR) could be
regarded as a more senaitive and perhaps more accurate response modality
to visual stimuli than

verbal report.

Since that time, there have been conflicting reports, al-

ternative explanations, and. in general, an increasing
concern about how
to best regard the phenomenon.

Of the studies reported to have investigated the phenomenon, most of
the experiments have attempted to demonstrate the subception effect at a

different level or concentration of levels of verbal recognition.

It has

been suggested that these different verbal recognition levels employed in
independent studies might account for the varying data regarding the sub-

ception phenomenon.

If this were true, then a study investigating the

phenomenon at a full range of levels of verbal awareness would be expected

to clarify and integrate previous evidence from separate experimental reports,

hiore

importantly, this approach would demonstrate the over-all

relationship between the

QSS.

and verbal awareness, and yield the data

needed in order to arrive at a more adequate understanding of the problem
of subception.

In the first part of the present experiment (Phase I), word recogni-

tion levels were determined for each S and the S was randomly assigned to
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one of 5 levels. I.e., o%.
25%. 50%, 75%. end 99%.

Recogaltlon level.

w«re estabUehed by eystematically
varying the light Intensity of the
presented vord .tlmuU. T«n S. constituted
the .ample at each of the 5 level,
of word recognition for a total of
50 S..

At the assigned recognition

level. 38 were presented 5 emotional and
5 neutral word stliaull (Phase
II).

These

words were presented 3 tlrae.. yielding a
possible 15 responses for

both 03R and verbal report.

Verbal report and GSR responses were recorded.

The results Indicate a confirmation of the
hypothesis that:

(1) la

direct comparison to Increasing levels of the
percentage of word recognition, there Is, significantly, a nore persistent
percentage of GSR over

all levels; (2) the frequency of

0^

responsiveness does not change sig-

nificantly over all levels of word recognition; and
(3) the Magnitude of
OSR to the emotional words doe. not change significantly over
all levels
of word recognition.

Finding, indlcste that at the 96% level of word recognition, verbal

report Is a more preclw response taea.ure to emotional words than Osa.
However, the data further suggests that GSR Is a more precise response

measure at lower percentage levels of correct verbal report.
The present results are consistent with and present a clarification
of the current literature In this area.

It has been shown that although

the percentage of GSR was less efficient than verbal report at the high-

est level of word recognition, the GoR responsiveness maintains the

saiae

level Independently of the verbal report frequency so that It becomes
store

efficient at the lower levels of verbal recognition.
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Appendix A

Ll«t of Words Used In Phase

I

Word frequency is
•pproiclmetely 23 occurrences per million
words
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Appendix C

AMlygls

of Variance on Frequency Scores
of GSR and Correct Word Responses

Source of Variation

Between scores

Su» Squares

df

MS

204.490

l

204.490

Within scores

1730.260

99

17.656

Total

1934.750

99

*p .001

r
11.5919*
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Appendix 0

M«an of GSR Magnitude Scores
•t £*ch Word Recognition Level

^

5.8054

21*

5.2505

55%

6.0960

«5%

5.1359

99%

6.0445
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Appendix &

Respon-s within
the
Three TrUl. of*P^"'*^J/'
J'^rtrirLtf
of Pheae II *t the Different
Recognition Levels

word*ni«<r^fM«
word
recognition
(%)

99

T5
*^

0

0

responds vlthln the category of
percent of responses within trials
35
67
99

2
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26
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